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NOTES ON ZONE THEORY 
 

 

ZONE 1 (En Guard Line to En Guard Line)  

• Generally the most comfortable zone; the most familiar area of the strip. 
• Mistakes are least frequent here, and tend to be small. 
• Generally the hardest zone to score touches in. 

 

ZONE 2 (En Guard Line to 2m Warning Line)  

• Tends to be a good defensive zone.  Easy to pull an attacker into this zone, and get them 
to commit to an attack before reaching Zone 3. 

• Here the attacker wants to accelerate and hit.  They have a tendency to chase in order 
to make the touch. 

• Defenders want to make a stand here - to avoid being pushed into Zone 3. 
• In Foil, this is where a defending fencer will use a point-in-line or counter-riposte. 

 

ZONE 3 (2m Warning Line to End of Strip aka “The Box”)  

• The least comfortable region of the strip.  Fencing here is done in a state of high tension. 
• Mistakes are most frequent in this zone, and tend to be big. 
• Overall, actions tend to become relatively sloppy:  Footwork becomes bigger and more 

careless; blade actions become larger.  Fencers are more likely to be off-balance, and to 
allow distance to collapse.   Fencers exhibit signs of panic, and may forget their bout 
strategy.  There is a tendency toward randomness. 

• On Offense, fencers tend to be over-anxious, and to: rush the attack; over-commit early 
in the attack; take large steps; accelerate and attack from out of distance. 

• On Defense, fencers tend to: use large bladework and parry early; react to any decent 
feint; counterattack at inappropriate times, and more often than in other zones; fence 
off-balance; let distance collapse instead of using the box to maximum effect. 


